
INTERNAL AFFAIRS UNIT 
 

• IA Case No: 22C-040 
• Date Received: June 1, 2022 
• Complainant: Mamie Rogers 
• Officer(s): Officer L. Rivera 
• Reviewed by: Member(s) Fawcett, Comins, Rivera 

Summary: On June 1st, 2022 the Office of Internal Affairs received a civilian complaint from 
Mamie Rogers.  Rogers stated on her complaint form that her son, Derek Cannon, had been 
“Brutally attacked” by a subject back in August of 2020.  Cannon filed a police report with 
Officer Luis Rivera about the incident, but she claimed there had been “no communication from 
police” and the victim’s advocate they were working with told them “There has been no action 
on the case.” Shortly after this complaint was filed, Ofc. Rivera was placed on administrative 
leave for an unrelated incident.  He did not return to work and therefore could not been 
interviewed regarding this matter. 

 

• Disposition: Summary Action 
• Date Closed: 11/16/2023 

 

• IA Case No: 22C-065 
• Date Received: September 30, 2022 
• Complainant: Freddy Pickette 
• Officer(s): Officer M. Natale 
• Reviewed by: Member(s) Fawcett, Comins, Rivera 

Summary: On September 30th, 2022, the Office of Internal Affairs received a civilian complaint 
from Freddy Pickette. Pickette stated  the vehicle he had been driving was towed from the street 
and he was told he had to go to court for motor vehicle charges. It had been proven that 
Pickette’s vehicle was not properly registered or insured, which therefore is not allowed on city 
streets and can be towed, regardless of the vehicle being in motion or not.   

 

• Disposition: Unfounded 
• Date Closed: 11/16/2023 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

CLOSED CASES – December 2023 



 
 

• IA Case No: 23C-002 
• Date Received: January 8, 2023 
• Complainant: Diamond Davis 
• Officer(s): Officer A. McKernan 
• Reviewed by: Member(s) Fawcett, Comins, Rivera 

 
Summary: On January 8th, 2023 the Office of Internal Affairs received a civilian complaint from 
Diamond Davis.  Davis stated in her complaint form she felt she had been wrongfully arrested by 
Officer Ashley McKernan, after the officer came to investigate a neighbor dispute between Davis 
and a neighbor down the hall from her. Officers responded on scene and spoke with both parties 
separately and were given different accounts of what happened.  Both females sustained visible 
injuries because of the altercation, with the other party having more visible injuries and going to the 
hospital for further evaluation. Based on the evidence and the statements provided, Ofc. McKernan 
had enough probable cause to charge both parties with Assault and Breach of Peace. 

 

• Disposition: Unfounded 
• Date Closed: 11/16/2023 


